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Supertrees result from combining many smaller, over-

lapping phylogenetic trees into a single, more com-

prehensive tree. As such, supertree construction is

probably as old as the field of systematics itself, and

remains our only way of visualizing the Tree of Life as a

whole. Over the past decade, supertree construction

has gained a more formal, objective footing, and has

become an area of active theoretical and practical

research. Here, I review the history of the supertree

approach, focusing mainly on its current implemen-

tation. The supertrees of today represent some of the

largest, complete phylogenies available for many

groups, but are not without their critics. I conclude by

arguing that the ever-growing molecular revolution will

result in supertree construction taking on a new role

and implementation in the future for analyzing large

DNA sequence matrices as part of a divide-and-conquer

phylogenetic approach.

SUPERTREE (see Glossary) construction is a phylogenetic
approach in which many overlapping source trees, rather
than the character data used to derive those trees, are
combined to produce a single, larger supertree. In the six
years since Sanderson et al.’s review of supertrees in
TREE [1], there has been substantial development in the
field, such that supertrees are an even more timely, and
more controversial, topic. Perhaps coincident with the
recent focus on the Tree of Life, current interest in
supertrees is extremely high, with both supertrees and

new supertree methods being published in increasing
numbers. Supertree construction is currently the only
phylogenetic method that can build complete phylogenies
of very large clades (i.e. with hundreds of species). It
has also been identified as a possibly necessary solution
for reconstructing the Tree of Life [2–4]. However, the
supertree approach has also been increasingly criticized
(e.g. [4–6]).

Here, I examine the changing methodology and roles
of supertrees with respect to phylogenetic inference. I
review past and present forms of supertree construction,
and their utility and limitations. I also examine the
future of supertree construction, and argue that its
current implementation will eventually be superseded by
the use of supertrees as an efficient and necessary tool for
analyzing very large phylogenetic datasets.

Supertrees past

Although the term ‘supertree’ was only coined and
formalized in 1986 [7], the concept behind supertrees
existed informally long before this. Going possibly as
far back as the field of systematics itself, hierarchically
nested trees were simply pasted together in a form of
TAXONOMIC SUBSTITUTION to yield a more encompassing
tree (Figure 1a). Only through such informal supertrees
did previous systematists have any picture of the Tree of
Life as a whole. Informal supertrees continue to be con-
structed (e.g. [8,9]), and remain our only means of

Figure 1. Supertree techniques past and present. (a) In the past, hierarchically nested source trees were grafted together to yield the supertree. Overlapping portions are

shown in the same colour. (b) In the present, overlapping source trees are combined to yield the supertree. The supertree construction need not use a matrix representation

of the source trees as shown. Portions of the supertree determined from a single source tree are displayed in the colour of that source tree.
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visualizing the Tree of Life (e.g. the Tree of Life Web
Project; http://tolweb.org/tree/phylogeny.html).

One serious drawback of informal supertrees is that
they cannot account readily for conflicting estimates of
phylogeny because only one tree can be grafted onto the
supertree for a given group. Although this single tree
might derive from a very comprehensive analysis (e.g. a
SUPERMATRIX analysis of several different genes), a sub-
jective decision concerning the best phylogenetic estimate
for that group must still be made. The nested groups are
also often based on taxonomic categories (e.g. families or
genera) that might not accurately reflect evolutionary
history (i.e. they need not be MONOPHYLETIC). Ultimately,
the inability of informal supertree construction to accom-
modate conflict means that most phylogenetic information
for any given group will necessarily be ignored in favour of
a single hypothesis. This limitation has led, at least
indirectly, to supertree construction in its current form.

Supertrees present

The current incarnation of supertrees has improved upon
the informal method to enable conflicting estimates of
phylogeny to be combined. Thus, such formal supertree
techniques have a more objective basis and yield phylo-
genetic inferences that are derived from the widest selection
of evidence. Current supertree methods can be categorized
into those indicating common or uncontested groupings
among the set of source trees (agreement supertrees), or
those yielding the supertree(s) that has the maximum fit
to the set of source trees according to some OBJECTIVE

FUNCTION (optimization supertrees) (Figure 1b).
The first formal supertree method was introduced by

Gordon [7] and is analogous to strict consensus, outputting

only those relationships common to all source trees.
However, this strict supertree method is limited in that
the source trees must be COMPATIBLE as a set (i.e. the
supertree, beyond collapsing nodes into POLYTOMIES,
cannot contradict the relationships in any source tree).
If the source trees are not compatible, the method will not
return a tree. The breakthrough for supertrees came when
the optimization-based technique matrix representation
using parsimony (MRP) was described independently by
Baum [10] and Ragan [11] (also [12]). MRP represented a
universally applicable method that could combine even
incompatible sets of source trees using existing phylo-
genetic software.

At the time of Sanderson et al.’s review [1], strict and
MRP supertrees represented the only recognized formal
supertree methods. (Some methods predate Sanderson
et al.’s review, but were generally unrecognized as super-
tree techniques at the time. In fact, the BUILD algorithm
[13] that underlies many supertree techniques, including
strict supertrees, pre-dates even Gordon’s article. How-
ever, it was developed for other purposes and only applied
subsequently to supertree construction by Steel [14].)
Today, however, at least 16 methods and variants thereof
exist (Table 1), all with different properties. Many methods
have links to conventional consensus techniques. For
example, strict and semi-strict supertrees are the ana-
logues of their consensus namesakes, MINCUTSUPERTREE

resembles ADAMS CONSENSUS, and MRP performs simi-
larly to FULLY RESOLVED MAJORITY RULE CONSENSUS.
Interestingly, Daniel and Semple’s extensions [15] of the
BUILD algorithm also provide a formal basis for informal
supertrees that enable multiple, nested source trees to be
combined. Similar to MRP, many current methods use

Glossary

Adams consensus: a consensus method that preserves all nestings common to a

set of source trees. Nestings are statements of the phylogenetic relationship of the

form A is more closely related to B than either is to C. A, B and C need not be each

other’s closest relatives.

Additive binary coding: the coding of a complex composed of nested states (e.g. the

nodes in a phylogenetic tree or certain biological characters of three or more states)

as an equivalent series of nonindependent characters each with only two states.

Comparative method: the (comparative) study of the biology among a set of taxa

in which the evolutionary relatedness of the organisms is taken into account to

distinguish between similarities that arise for functional reasons (i.e., selection)

and those that are due to common ancestry.

Compatibility: in mathematical terms, a set of trees is compatible if another tree

exists that is consistent with (i.e. the same as or a less resolved version of) each

tree in the set of trees.

Diameter: an approximate measure of the evolutionary distance represented by a

given group of taxa as given by the maximum DNA sequence distance between

any pair of taxa in the group.

Homoplasy: the ad hoc explanation of incongruence among biological character

data as represented by multiple evolutionary events. Specific forms of homoplasy

are convergence and parallelism (independent origins of the same derived trait in

different lineages) and reversal (the reacquisition of the primitive trait).

Majority rule consensus: a consensus method that preserves all relationships

appearing in .50% of the source trees. In fully resolved majority rule consensus,

relationships that appear in ,50% of the source trees can appear in the consensus

solution so long as they do not contradict relationships that occur more frequently.

Matrix representation: the process whereby a tree structure is converted into the

form of a matrix using any one of several coding methods (e.g. additive binary

coding). The tree structure and its matrix representation have a one-to-one

correspondence and are equivalent structures.

Monophyletic group: all and only those organisms or taxa that are descended

from a single common ancestor (and including the ancestor).

Objective function: the function that determines how good any solution is to a

given optimization problem. Roughly equivalent to optimization criterion (e.g.

parsimony or likelihood) in that the latter use an implicit objective function. For

instance, the objective function for a phylogenetic parsimony analysis is the

fewest number of character state changes on a tree.

Polytomies: nodes that give rise to three or more descendant lineages

simultaneously. The lack of resolution occurs either because of insufficient or

conflicting information regarding the order (a hard polytomy) or, much more

commonly, because of insufficient or conflicting information regarding the order

of the branching events (a soft polytomy).

Polynomial time: the case where the running time of a problem scales with the

size of the problem (in phylogenetic systematics, the number of terminal taxa)

according to a polynomial function. Polynomial time algorithms are considered to

be computationally efficient.

Signal enhancement: the phenomenon whereby the analysis of two combined

phylogenetic data sets can yield a novel solution not supported by the analysis of

either data set separately. Arises because, when combined, the congruent

subsignals in the two data sets outweigh the incongruent primary signals in each.

Supermatrix approach: a phylogenetic approach in which separate character

data sets are concatenated and analyzed simultaneously to yield a

phylogenetic tree.

Supertree approach: a phylogenetic approach in which phylogenetic trees are

combined to yield another phylogenetic tree. Distinguished from classic

consensus techniques in that the source trees need only have overlapping rather

than identical taxon sets.

Taxon bipartition: the two sets of taxa on a phylogenetic tree that appear on

opposite sides of a given internal branch of that tree.

Taxonomic substitution: the process of replacing a terminal taxon on one

phylogenetic tree with a tree representing the internal relationships of that taxon.

Total evidence: the philosophical principle that the best hypothesis is the one

derived from all the available data. In phylogenetic systematics, this principle has

come to be equated with the supermatrix approach, whereby all available

character information is combined and analyzed.
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MATRIX REPRESENTATION to represent the topologies of the
source trees in a data matrix (Box 1).

MRP remains by far the most popular supertree
method, owing to a combination of historical precedence
coupled with partial software implementation (for the
parsimony analyses), universal applicability (it can com-
bine all source trees), a methodology and optimization
criterion that were transparent and familiar to biologists,
and good performance, in that it produces large, well
resolved and apparently accurate supertrees (i.e. the
supertrees do not significantly conflict with traditional
hypotheses of phylogenetic relationships). It was shown
only after MRP had gained general acceptance that the
method does show good accuracy in simulation, perform-
ing about equally with analyses of the primary character
data at reconstructing a known model tree [16].

Formal supertrees have been constructed for many
groups of mammals, other vertebrates, and plants, and
almost exclusively using MRP (Table 2). Some of these
phylogenies are among the largest ever constructed
(e.g. the bat supertree contains 916 species) and many
represent the only complete phylogenetic estimates for

their respective groups that are based on a rigorous
methodology. Supertrees have also revolutionized the
COMPARATIVE METHOD. Their unprecedented combination
of large size and completeness has enabled biologists to
test hypotheses on a larger scale and with more statistical
power than is possible with conventional phylogenies.
Supertrees have been used to address questions about
evolutionary models, cladogenesis and species richness,
evolutionary patterns and comparative biology, and
biodiversity and conservation (see [17,18]).

Arguments for and against formal supertrees

Formal supertrees have been justified on both practical and
theoretical grounds. As with comparative biology, their
utility for descriptive systematics is clear: the large size
of supertrees and their greater potential for taxonomic
completeness enable systematic statements to be based on a
larger amount of information. Moreover, supertrees can com-
bine any phylogenetic estimates as long as they are repre-
sentable as a tree-like structure. As such, supertrees can
combine estimates obtained from incompatible data types
(e.g. DNA sequences versus DNA–DNA hybridization data),

Table 1. Current formal supertree methods divided according to category

Agreement supertrees Refs Optimization supertrees Refs

MINCUTSUPERTREE [50] Average consensus (matrix representation using distances,

MRD)

[51]

Modified mincut supertree [52] Bayesian supertrees [46]

RANKEDTREE [53] Gene tree parsimony [36]

SEMI-LABELLED- and ANCESTRALBUILD [15] Matrix representation using compatibility (MRC) [38,54]

Semi-strict [25,55] Matrix representation using flipping (MRF; also known as

MinFlip supertrees)

[26]

Strict [7] Matrix representation using parsimony (MRP) and variants [10,11,24,54,56]

Strict consensus merger [47] Most similar supertree method (dfit) a

Quartet supertrees [28,57]

aChris Creevey et al.; http://bioinf.may.ie/software/clann/.

Box 1. Representing tree topologies and matrix representation

Combining tree topologies requires the hierarchical structure of a tree to

be represented in some fashion. This is commonly done by listing, for

each internal branch on the tree, those taxa that appear on one side of

the branch as opposed to the other. Comparing these TAXON BIPARTITION

sets between different trees forms the algorithmic basis for conven-

tional consensus and most agreement supertree techniques.

Matrix representation forms the basis of most optimization supertree

techniques (all except gene tree parsimony and quartet supertrees) and

also the semi-strict agreement method (Table 1, main text). It also works

with taxon bipartitions, and the most widely used form uses ADDITIVE

BINARY CODING to represent the structure of a tree. In its most basic form,

each informative node of the tree is coded in turn, with taxa that are

descendedfromthatnodescoredas1andtaxathatarenotscoredas0.The

matrix so generated has a one-to-one correspondence with the tree and

can be converted back into the tree using any of several optimization

techniques (Figure I). The average consensus uses a variant of this coding

(path-lengthdistancematrices) to also encode branch length information.

In combining multiple trees, the matrix representations of each tree are

concatenated into a single matrix. The coding is modified slightly such that

taxanotpresentonagivensourcetreearescoredasmissingdata (?) for the

nodesonthatsourcetree,andall treesarerootedwithanall-zerooutgroup.

(In the average consensus, the missing values must be estimated from the

known information). Optimizationof thecombined matrix representations

then yields the supertree. Whereas the correspondence between a single

tree and its matrix representation is well founded in graph and network

theory, that between the supertree and the combined representations of

the source trees must be viewed as a heuristic.

The elements created by matrix representation (matrix elements or

pseudocharacters) are statements of membership and, therefore, are

only functionally equivalent to conventional characters [24]. However,

this still yields numerous analytical advantages. In particular, matrix

elements can be individually weighted to account for differential

support or confidence in a source tree or the nodes of it. Such weighting

can improve the fit between a source tree and its matrix representation

[78] and the accuracy of MRP in simulation [16]. In many ways, the

average consensus is akin to a weighted matrix representation in which

the weights represent the branch lengths of the source tree, and these

two techniques have been shown to be equivalent when all source trees

have identical taxon sets [79].

Figure I. The one-to-one correspondence between a single tree and its matrix

representation.
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or even those lacking any underlying data (if so desired).
Combining the primary character data, by contrast, requires
that these data can be analyzed using a single optimization
criterion. As such, not all data can be included in a super-
matrix analysis and supertrees have been justified on the
principle of TOTAL EVIDENCE (e.g. [1,17,19]): the best hypoth-
esis is the one that makes use of all the available information,
or is derived from the most independent lines of evidence.

However, this desirable feature of supertrees also forms
the basis for the strongest criticisms of the approach.
Because supertree construction is one step removed from
primary character data, critics argue that supertree con-
struction entails a loss of valuable information (e.g. [4–6]).
The effects of this loss are suggested by some to make
supertree construction less desirable than are analyses of
the primary character data or even simply invalid for three
reasons: (i) accounting for differential signal strengthwithin
datasets; (ii) pseudoreplication among source trees; and
(iii) the validity of supertrees as phylogenetic hypotheses.

Differential signal strength and signal enhancement

Barrett et al. ([20], also [21]) demonstrated that the
simultaneous analysis of two datasets yielding conflicting
phylogenetic trees can produce a novel tree when the
congruent subsignals in each dataset outweigh the
individual conflicting primary signals. This phenomenon
of SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT cannot occur in supertree con-
struction, which, by combining trees, cannot account easily
for subsignals in the original datasets [22]. Although most

optimization supertree methods can yield relationships
that are not present or implied in the set of source trees
[23,24], these novel or unsupported clades have no support
in the raw data of a supertree analysis (i.e. the source
trees), such that some researchers argue that they should
be regarded as spurious (e.g. [22]). The inability of all
supertree methods to account for signal enhancement and
the potential for optimization supertree techniques to
create spurious novel clades have been strongly criticized
(e.g. [4–6,22,25]).

Yet, many supertree methods show good performance in
simulation [16,26–28], such that they are often as
accurate as analyses of the combined primary character
data (the supermatrix approach) and produce few, if any,
novel clades [23]. This indicates that the inherent loss of
information is not detrimental in practice. Moreover, many
supertree methods can account for differential signal
strength in the primary data through differential weight-
ing (Box 1). Such weighting improves performance in
simulation to the point that weighted MRP analyses show
slightly greater accuracy at reconstructing a known model
tree than do supermatrix analyses [16]. Allowing for signal
enhancement is clearly desirable from a theoretical
perspective. However, both the frequency with which
novel clades result from signal enhancement and the
degree to which the primary signals differ from both one
another and the congruent subsignals (‘severity’) in
empirical data are not yet adequately documented (but see
[29]). The examples from Barrett et al. [20] and Chippendale

Table 2. Examples of supertrees constructed using formal methods

Group Taxonomic level No. terminal taxaa Methodb No. source trees Refs

Non-mammalian vertebrates

Caenophidia (snakes) Species 63 MRP 15 [58]

Crocodylia (crocodiles and relatives) Species 22 extant þ 53 fossil MRP 21 [59]

Dinosauria (dinosaurs) Genus 277 MRP 134 [60]

‘Global avian fauna’ Genus and species Not given MRP/MRD/informal 90 [61]

Procellariiformes (seabirds) Species 122 MRP 7 [34]

Mammals

Artiodactyla (excl. whales) (even-toed ungulates) Species 171 MRP 48 [62]

Carnivora (carnivores) Species 271 MRP 177 [39]

Chiroptera (bats) Species 916 MRP 105 [63]

Lipotyphla (insectivores) Species 181 MRP 47 [64]

Lagomorpha (rabbits and pikas) Species 80 MRP 146 [65]

Mammalia (mammals) Order/Family 90 MRP 430 [30]

Marsupialia (marsupials) Species 267 MRP 158 [66]

Primates (primates) Species 203 MRP 112 [19,67]

Plants

Angiosperms (flowering plants) ,Order 128 MRP 7 [68]

Angiosperms (flowering plants) Family 379 MRP 46 [69]

Apiales (umbelliferous plants) ,Family 212 MRP 11 [68]

Cortaderia þ outgroups (grasses) Species 59 MRP 2 [70]

Hologalegina (legumes) Species 571 MRP 43 [71]

Lithocarpus (tanbark oaks) Species 22 MRP 5 [72]

Pinus (pines) Species 99 MRP 14 [73]

Poaceae (grasses) Genus 403 MRP 55 [74]

Other

Bacteria Phylum 9 MRD analogue 15 [75]

Bacteria Species 37 MRP 130–196 [32]

Bacteria Species 45 MRP 730 [33]

Diptera (true flies) Family 151 MRP 12 c

Metazoa (animals) ‘Class’ 102 MRP 156 [76]

Schistosoma (blood flukes) Species 14 MRP 8 [77]

aEntries in bold face are complete at the given taxonomic level for the clade in question.
bMRP, matrix representation using parsimony; MRD, matrix representation using distances; informal, informal supertree construction.
cDavid Yeates et al.; http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu/cee/therevid/supertree.html.
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and Wiens [21] are perhaps unnaturally severe. Should such
strongconflict prove to be the rule rather than the exception,
phylogenetic estimates from single datasets must then be
viewed with extreme caution. However, the generally good
agreement among phylogenetic estimates from different
sources and within different groups of organisms speaks
against strong signal enhancement being widespread.

Pseudoreplication of data

The loss of contact with the primary character data means
that supertree construction is susceptible to pseudorepli-
cation, in that the same character data can contribute to
more than one source tree. For instance, Springer and de
Jong [5] showed that the same transferrin immunology
dataset for bats formed part of five source trees in the
supertree analysis of Liu et al. [30] (see [6] for additional
examples of pseudoreplication in the same study). Repli-
cated data such as these violate the key assumption in
phylogenetic analysis of data independence. Such data are
effectively upweighted in a supertree analysis and will
influence the outcome more strongly than they ordinarily
should. Given the continual recycling of phylogenetic
information, and especially the increasing frequency of
phylogenies derived from combined datasets, increasingly
fewer source trees will be independent of one another at
the level of the primary character data.

Data duplication can affect all supertree techniques,
but can be largely mitigated through careful data collec-
tion following formalized protocols (e.g. [31]). Most pub-
lished supertree analyses have attempted to minimize
data duplication, admittedly with varying effectiveness.
Supertrees also exist that are free of data duplication
(e.g. [32–34]). Finally, it has been argued elsewhere that
source trees, as phylogenetic hypotheses, have an emer-
gent property such that they comprise more than just the
character data underlying them [31,35]. As such, judge-
ments concerning data duplication should be made at the
level that is appropriate to the analysis [35]. Given the
arguably emergent nature of source trees as phylogenetic
hypotheses, and that supertrees combine tree topologies
and not primary character data, data duplication at the
character level might not be as problematic in a supertree
context as some workers would argue.

Supertrees as phylogenetic hypotheses

Finally, it has been argued that supertrees, as summaries
of summaries, are not valid phylogenetic hypotheses and,
therefore, should not be used as a basis for comparative
biology or systematics (e.g. [4–6]). MRP supertrees have
come under the strongest criticism here, with critics
arguing further that the phenomena of convergence,
parallelism and reversal (together, HOMOPLASY) are not
biologically meaningful for the raw data of an MRP
analysis (e.g. [4,36–38]). In fact, several supertree
techniques, such as semi-strict supertrees, gene tree
parsimony and matrix representation using compatibility
or flipping (Table 1), have been promoted on the basis that
this criticism of MRP supertrees does not apply to them.
However, the principle of parsimony (a.k.a. Ockham’s
Razor: prefer the simplest explanation that explains the
observations) makes no explicit mention of homoplasy.

Instead, homoplasy is an ad hoc explanation by biologists
of incongruence in character data. Given that supertree
construction does not combine character data, incongru-
ence in an MRP supertree analysis need not be interpreted
as homoplasy, but rather as simply incongruence among
source trees [35].

In the end, supertrees propose a hypothesis of state-
ments of relationship among taxa, one that can be
evaluated in a similar way to any other such phylogenetic
hypothesis. Although most conventional phylogenetic
support measures are invalid in a supertree context,
several supertree-specific measures now exist (see [35]).
As argued elsewhere [35], discrepancies between compar-
able supertree and supermatrix analyses should be treated
the same as conflicts between conventional phylogenetic
analyses. Are any differences the result of a poor analysis
(e.g. as determined by Gatesy et al. [6] of the Liu et al. [30]
supertree analysis) or are the differences restricted to
weakly supported regions in one or both trees, thereby
signalling the need for additional data collection and
analysis?

Supertrees future

To date, supertrees have been predominantly used to
combine source trees independently of the source data.
The primary justification here is a lack of compatible
(molecular) data to enable a comparable supermatrix
analysis to be produced (e.g. [1,19,30,34,39]). Large
character-based phylogenies do exist (e.g. [40]), but none
are as taxonomically complete or based on as much diverse
information as many of the large supertrees. However, the
ever-increasing pace of the molecular revolution means
that sufficient data for many groups will be available in the
foreseeable future, although those for less charismatic
groups might lag behind for some time. Coupled with a
probable decreased emphasis on the collection and
phylogenetic analysis of morphological data in the future
[41], the current implementation of supertrees will become
largely obsolete eventually.

However, supertree construction, rather than dis-
appearing, will transform again into an important tool
for the analysis of very large datasets. Tree space grows
superexponentially with the number of species in the
analysis [42], which, even with faster computers (and
computer clusters) and algorithms, will ultimately con-
strain the size of our analyses. Instead, a more profitable
strategy is the divide-and-conquer approach, whereby a
very large phylogenetic problem is decomposed into many
smaller subproblems, the solutions to which are combined
(as a supertree) to derive the global answer. The sub-
problems are more computationally tractable because they
are smaller and often of smaller DIAMETER (i.e. the
phylogenetic distance between the taxa is smaller).
Therefore, they are both faster to analyze and possibly
more accurate than the larger overall problem [43].

The divide-and-conquer approach is not new to phylo-
genetics. It underlies strategies such as compartmentali-
zation [44] and quartet puzzling [45], among others.
However, despite being suggested by Gordon [7], the use
of supertrees as part of a divide-and-conquer strategy
is relatively novel. Because supertree construction will
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represent a technique for analyzing very large datasets
rather than purely combining source trees under this
scenario, many of the criticisms above no longer apply.
Instead, a supertree approach will show many desirable
properties and can make use of natural partitions in the
data (e.g. individual genes). (In fact, MRP was proposed
originally as a method to combine gene trees [10,12].) The
different partitions can be individually analyzed under the
most appropriate model of evolution and optimization
criterion to obtain the most robust estimate possible [17,32].
A few supertrees have been constructed already in such a
context (e.g. [32,33]), and a supertree approach seems well
suited to identify the shared components among the gene
trees that should reflect the overall species tree. By
contrast, the validity of a supermatrix approach to analyze
genes of different evolutionary histories simultaneously
seems questionable [32,33]. Partitions can also derive from
practical considerations. For instance, aligning many
genes across all life (or even large diameter problems)

will not be possible, precluding a single supermatrix-style
analysis. Finally, some supertree methods [e.g. those
based on the BUILD algorithm, such as strict and
(modified) MinCut supertrees] obtain results in POLY-

NOMIAL TIME and are therefore vastly more computation-
ally efficient than are optimization-based character (or
supertree) analyses. Bayesian supertree analyses are
also faster than comparable character-based Bayesian
analyses [46].

I conclude by highlighting two new divide-and-conquer
approaches that show the way for supertrees into the
future: disk-covering methods (DCMs; [47]; Figure 2a) and
the biclique method (37,48]; Figure 2b). Each approach is
one solution for the divide step of the divide-and-conquer
strategy to yield subproblems to be analyzed using con-
ventional phylogenetic techniques. Supertree construction
solves the conquer step to combine the subproblems to
obtain the global solution.

DCMs are a suite of methods that differ in the size and

Figure 2. Supertree techniques future, showing two implementations of the divide-and-conquer approach. (a) Disk-covering methods decompose a data matrix into over-

lapping disks. The matrix need not be complete as shown. (b) Biclique methods determine those regions of a data matrix that contain no missing data. For both methods,

the disks or regions identified are analyzed independently, with the results combined to yield the supertree.
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diameter of, and the overlap between, the subproblems
that they yield, with different combinations of these
parameters being more suited to different optimization
criteria (e.g. parsimony, likelihood or phenetic algorithms).
The subproblems are determined based on the pairwise
distances between the taxa in the global dataset [43] and
are, therefore, analytically determined from the data.
They differ in their taxon sets only (i.e. subproblems are
partitioned according to taxa, not characters). As shown by
Roshan et al. [43], divide-and-conquer approaches based
on DCMs coupled with the strict consensus merger super-
tree method can show improved accuracy and speed com-
pared with a conventional phylogenetic analysis of large
molecular datasets (although performance gains were not
achieved in all cases).

Biclique methods attempt to identify partitions of the
data that are ‘worth’ analyzing in that they will yield a well
resolved solution in a reasonable amount of time. Current
sequence repositories, such as GenBank (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/index.html), have extremely patchy
distributions of data [48]: sequence data are concentrated
among relatively few model organisms and ‘model genes’
(e.g. 18S rDNA, or cyt b in mammals). Thus, supermatrix
approaches must contend with high amounts of missing
data, which can increase analysis times and decrease the
decisiveness of the final solution [49]. The biclique method
[37,48] delineates data partitions by identifying the
largest regions (bicliques) of sequence databases that are
data rich in terms of both species and genes. Ideally, these
are largest regions for which all genes are present for all
species. However, this criterion might be overly stringent,
at least currently, in that the bicliques will be very small
(i.e. few taxa and/or few genes). Therefore, biclique
methods employing relaxed criteria (e.g. 75% complete-
ness) are also being developed [37]. A logical extension of
the biclique method would be to identify the maximal set of
bicliques with sufficient taxonomic overlap to be combined
as a supertree: in essence, bicliques of bicliques.

Summary

Although a vast improvement over informal supertree
techniques, the present incarnation of supertree construc-
tion has attracted increasing criticism. Many criticisms
have documented important shortcomings in the appli-
cation of supertree methods, rather than of the approach
as a whole. In turn, supertree analyses have become
increasingly refined to address the identified deficiencies.
Although the supertree approach as currently employed is
still not ideal, it remains the only current way to build
complete and reasonably accurate phylogenies of large
clades. As such, the supertrees produced represent
valuable phylogenetic hypotheses that can be used now,
and are subject to the same process of refinement as any
other hypothesis. They should not be used uncritically,
however. Just like any other phylogeny, supertrees should
be judged according to the data and analyses that are used
to produce them. The continued evolution of supertrees
will provide them with an increasingly rigorous basis, and
ensure that supertree construction has a valid and
important place in phylogenetic inference into the future.
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